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MEMORANDUM FOR: Gary M. Holahan, Director, Operating Reactors Assessment
Staff, NRR

FROM: Charles E. Norelius, Director, Division of Reactor Projects,
Region III

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE - ADDITIONAL CLARIFICATION
OF SNUBBER TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

By memorandum dated May 27, 1986 (copy attached) NRR responded to a Region III
request for interpretation of Technical Specifications 3.7.9 and 4.7.9 for
LaSalle dealing with operability and testing requirements for snubbers.
Region III has reviewed this memorandum and found it responsive to our request.
However, during this review several additional issues were identified for which
your assistance is requested in obtaining resolution. These issues are-as
follows:

The NRR response states that Technical Specification 4.7.9.e is explicita.
that the 18 month snubber functional test is to be performed during plant
shutdown and that this requirement cannot be met by testing snubbers at
power. Based on this response, it is Region III's understanding that
snubbers which are functionally tested with the plant at power cannot be
taken credit for when determining the number of snubbers to be tested per
the sample plan requirements applicable during shutdown. Further, it is

Region III's understanding that testing of only those snubbers associated
with that portion of a shared system for the shutdown unit may be taken
credit for in the sample plan.

b. The NRR response states that the allowable outage time for snubbers is 72
hours. If this time limit is exceeded the associated systems must be
considered inoperable and action requirements for those systems must be
met. However, the action requirements for associated systems are not
applicable if for surveillance testing, snubbers are sequentially removed
one at a time and replaced or all snubbers are simultaneously removed and
replaced as a group at the same time, so long as the 72 hour time limit
is not exceeded. Based on this response it is Region III's understanding
that an associated system need not be declared inoperable provided that ,

no single snubber is removed for 72 hours continuously, and that it is
acceptable for licensees to remove and replace snubbers in strict or
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overlapping sequence provided that no individual snubber is removed for
a period of time in excess of 72 hours. Additionally, we understand that
the above described snubber removal position is applicable to multiple
systems simultaneously. That this may create a total cumulative time for
combined snubber removal, from single or nultiple systems, in excess of
72 hours is acceptable.

c. The action statement for TS 3.7.9 requires that inoperable snubbers must
be replaced or restored to operability within 72 hours and an engineering
evaluation performed on the attached component to determine the impact of
the inoperable snubber on that component, or the attached system must be
declared inoperable. Region III has the following understanding of this
requirement:

1. For an inoperable snubber, that snubber must be replaced or restored
to operability and the required engineering evaluation completed
within 72 hours if the associated system is not to be declared '

inoperable. If an evaluation is not completed in the 72 hour time
frame demonstrating no adverse impacts on the associated system due
to the inoperable snubber, or if the evaluation shows adverse' impacts
associated with the inoperable snubber, the associated system must
be considered inoperable until such time as a satisfactory evaluation
is completed or remedial actions for the adverse impacts are completed
as appropriate.

2. If an inoperable snubber is not repaired or replaced in the 72 hour
time frame required by the action statement such that the associated
system is declared inoperable, the referenced engineering evaluation 4-
must be completed as a condition cf operability for the associated
system.

3. If a snubber or group of snubbers is removed solely for TS 4.7.9e
functional testing, the tests are satisfactorily completed, and the
snubber (s) is reinstalled in 72 hours, no engineering evaluation is
required as the snubber (s) have been demonstrated not to be
inoperable and no adverse impact accrued to the associated system.
If, however, a snubber, demonstrated operable by testing, is removed
for said tests in excess of 72 hours such that the associated system
is declared inoperable, an engineering analysis must be performed
addressing the lack of seismic restraint for greater than 72 hours
before the associated system may be declared operable.

By this memorandum NRR concurrence is requested for the positions adopted by
Region III as described above. If any of these positions is at variance with
the positions maintained by NRR, the NRR position is requested. Your
cooperation in this matter is appreciated. As LaSalle Unit 2 is scheduled to
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enter a refueling outage in December 1986 your response on these matters is
requested no later than November 31, 1986. If you have any questions on these
matters, please contact W.- Guldemond (FTS 388-5574) of my !.taff.

MM s. -w
' Charles.E. Norelius, Director

Division of Reactor Safety

Attachment: Memo C. Norelius fm
H. Denton dtd 5/27/85

cc w/ attachment:
A. Bournia, NRR !

M. J. Jordan, SRI i
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